BELGIUM:

American first army troops driving down from the northern flank of the Ardennes salient have taken the big communication center of Houffalize. First army tanks pushed into the town in the wake of American infantry patrols. The tanks had to clear a path through wrecked German transport cluttering the road after being destroyed by allied planes. American third army forces on the south of the salient were reported close to Houffalize from the south yesterday. Another American first army force was reported engaged in heavy fighting around the town of Germain about six miles east of Houffalize. The British troops fighting at the western tip of Münster’s salient have kept up their good progress. There is violent fighting going on at the northern shoulder of the salient where the Germans have been heavily counterattacking against American first army troops about 7 miles away from St. Vith to the north.

In northern Alsace the Germans have thrown in more reinforcements in an effort to break through the “Giron line.” At the edge of the Haguenau forest the Germans are still striking strongly against the towns of Rittershagen and Hatton. American tanks and infantry of the eleventh army today launched a powerful assault against the German bridgehead north of St. Loubour. American tanks and infantrymen went into the battle following a 20-hour bombardment by 300 guns. American fighter-bombers are giving close support to the ground troops.

Since the Germans launched their Ardennes offensive, American losses are officially given as nearly 40,000. Many of them are believed to be prisoners. The Germans have lost an estimated 50,000 in dead and wounded and 40,000 have been captured. Since the Germans launched their attack on the American front two weeks ago they have lost 10,000 in killed or wounded, 4,000 prisoners and 100 tanks. More than 600 Yank Flying Fortresses and Liberators today flew almost to the Czechoslovak border to hammer German oil and tanks plants and rail yards. In daylight yesterday more than 600 American heavies with an escort of 700 fighters bombed rail yards in southwestern Germany. A force of British Lancaster bombers with a fighter escort hit two big oil plants in the Ruhr.

RUSSIA:

In the fifth day of the great Russian winter offensive, Marshal Konev’s first Ukrainian army has swept across the snow-covered plains of southern Poland to within 50 miles of the border of German Silesia. In yesterday’s fighting, Konev’s tanks and infantry captured Kielce, fifth city of Poland 114 miles southwest of Warsaw, and 400 other places. The Russians on this front are within 25 miles of the large city of Chodzow. German losses in Amor in southern Poland are described as “tremendous.” Red Star, official Russian paper, says that “the roar of Konev’s guns never stops for a single hour during the day or night.”

The German radio today claimed that Russian attacks on the right and left flank of Konev’s first Ukrainian Army had gone over to the offensive and were exerting great pressure. The Nazis say that General Ivan Petroff’s fourth Ukrainian army went over to the offensive late yesterday. About 70 miles southeast of Chodzow and Marshall Konstantin K. Hokossovsky’s first white Russian army had lashed out below Warsaw. The Germans say violent fighting is going on near the city of Radom south of Warsaw. The Germans are also speaking of Russian offensives north of Warsaw and in East Prussia. The German news agency said that the Germans had evacuated a town in East Prussia. Moscow has remained silent about the reported fighting on the Warsaw front and in East Prussia.

In Budapest the Russians have further compressed the German garrison encircled there and have taken some buildings including the Western Railway Station.
ITALY:
MORE THAN 500 AMERICAN HEAVY BOMBERS FROM ITALY YESTERDAY BLASTED COMMUNICATION TARGETS AROUND VIENNA AND IN NORTHERN ITALY. BAD WEATHER HAS AGAIN HAMPERED GROUND OPERATIONS, EIGHTH ARMY FORCES HAMPERED GERMAN OUTPOSTS NEAR LAKE COM- 

PACIFIC:
AMERICAN CARRIER BORNE PLANES HAVE STRUCK AT HONG KONG AND TWO OTHER PORTS ON THE SOUTH CHINA COAST AND TARGETS ON FORMOSA. IT IS NOW KNOWN THAT IN EARLIER ATTACKS IN THE INDO-CHINA AREA AMERICAN CARRIER PLANES SANK 44 JAP SHIPS AND DAMAGED 28 OTHERS. THEY DESTROYED ABOUT 100 JAP PLANES. AMERICAN LOSSES WERE 16 PLANES. ON LUZON, 5 AMERICAN COLUMNS ARE STEADILY PUSHING ACROSS THE PLAIN OF LUZON TOWARDS MANILA. THE YANKS WERE LAST REPORTED 28 MILES INLAND AND WITHIN 20 MILES OF THE BIG AIRFIELD AT TARLAC. SO FAR THE JAPS HAVE SENT NO MAJOR FORCE AGAINST THE AMERICANS.
BRITISH 14TH ARMY FORCES DRIVING INTO CENTRAL BURMA BELOW SHWEBO WERE LAST REPORTED 21 MILES FROM MANDALAY.
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K RATION CRACKERS

He wants to know if we would mind using his piece during the night—It makes less noise!